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The Complete Guide To Sandbag Training is not meant to diagnose or treat any 
medical condition. It is designed as a resource for individuals wishing to follow a 
progressive strength and conditioning programme using sandbags. Individuals 
with any pre-existing medical conditions should check with their doctor/physician 
before commencing any programme of physical activity.

I cannot be held responsible for any injury or medical complication resulting from 
the use or mis-use of this guide or any of the information contain herein. 

If you are unsure about it’s suitability for you, always check with a medical 
WYVMLZZPVUHS�ÄYZ[�

© Matthew Palfrey 2012

Disclaimer
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This sample guide is provided free of charge for subscribers of the Sandbag 
Fitness Blog. It includes a basic introduction to sandbag training, an equipment 
checklist and a full 10-week Beginner’s programme.

If you like what you’ve seen here then please consider buying a full copy of the 
book - it’s available in ebook and paperback format and includes:

• Over 180 pages
• Detailed, fully illustrated descriptions of over 40 key exercises
• Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced sandbag training programmes

(Z�H�ZWLJPHS�[OHUR�`V\�\ZL�[OL�JVKL�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZ���[V�NL[�����HU`�VM�[OL�
books on the Sandbag Fitness Store. 

^^^�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT

Train Hard!
Matt, Sandbag Fitness

Foreword
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Welcome to the Complete Guide To Sandbag 
Training sample - a resource designed to allow you 
[V�[YHPU�LќLJ[P]LS`�MYVT�OVTL�^P[O�ZHUKIHNZ��;OPZ�
training guide contains detailed instructions of all that 
you need to build your own strength and conditioning 
programme.

I started the Sandbag Fitness Blog as a record of 
[OL�[YHPUPUN�[OH[�0�^HZ�KVPUN�PU�T`�NHYHNL�����`LHYZ�
on and there is now a huge community of sandbag 
trainees all over the world.

Learn the exercises, follow the programmes and take 
part in the weekly workouts on the Sandbag Fitness 
Blog.

This manual is a detailed breakdown of the things 
0�KV�[V�Z[H`�Ä[���^P[O�UV�VTPZZPVUZ��WYVWHNHUKH�VY�
marketing spin. The training is tough but I think the 
results are worth it.

Introduction
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;OL�JVUJLW[�ILOPUK�:HUKIHN�-P[ULZZ�PZ�ZPTWSL���^L�OLSW�WLVWSL�[V�NL[�Ä[�\ZPUN�
ZHUKIHNZ��0�KL]LSVWLK�P[�HZ�H�YLZV\YJL�MVY�PUKP]PK\HSZ�^OV�^HU[LK�[V�Z[H`�Ä[�HUK�
incorporate sandbag training into their exercise regime. It’s particularly useful for 
the following people:

÷���7KRVH�ZKR�FDQQRW�DσRUG�D�J\P�PHPEHUVKLS�RU�WKH�FRVW�RI�UHJXODU�
FODVVHV

÷���7KRVH�ZKR�ZDQW�WR�EXLOG�ãUHDO�ZRUOGâ�VWUHQJWK�DQG�FRQGLWLRQLQJ
÷���7KRVH�ZLWKRXW�WKH�WLPH�WR�DWWHQG�WKH�J\P
÷���7KRVH�ZLWKRXW�DFFHVV�WR�D�J\P
÷���$WKOHWHV���HVSHFLDOO\�WKRVH�LQYROYHG�LQ�FRQWDFW�VSRUWV�H�J��00$��-XGR��
5XJE\��$PHULFDQ�)RRWEDOO�

÷���7KRVH�ZKR�GLVOLNH�WKH�FRPPHUFLDO�J\P�HQYLURQPHQW
÷���7KRVH�ZKR�ZDQW�WR�LQFRUSRUDWH�WKH�EHQHðWV�RI�VDQGEDJ�WUDLQLQJ�LQWR�
WKHLU�H[LVWLQJ�H[HUFLVH�SURJUDPPH

I train at home, in my garage, with minimal equipment. This training guide is 
designed to support others who want to do this, and also for those who just 
^HU[�[V�NL[�[OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�[YHPUPUN�^P[O�ZHUKIHNZ�

What Is  
Sandbag Fitness?
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Watch videos, follow the daily workouts and post your times on the 

Sandbag Fitness blog.

^^ �̂ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT�ISVNZ�ZHUKIHN�Ä[ULZZ�ISVN

We post all of our workouts on our Facebook page.

^^ �̂MHJLIVVR�JVT�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZ

You can follow us on Twitter for regular updates on everything 

happening at Sandbag Fitness.

^^ �̂[^P[[LY�JVT�ZHUKIHNÄ[

We’re always looking to connect with people following the workouts 

so if you’ve got pictures of your garage gym or video of you training 

then we’d love to see them too.

TH[['ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT

My Youtube channel has some useful instructional video for 

Sandbag Fitness.

^^ �̂̀ V\[\IL�JVT�\ZLY�*VHJO7HSMYL`

The Sandbag Fitness Store has a range of sandbag training 

products and services. 

^^^�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT

Connect With Us

http://www.sandbagfitnessstore.com/blogs/sandbag-fitness-blog
https://www.facebook.com/sandbagfitness
https://twitter.com/sandbagfit
mailto:matt@sandbagfitnessstore.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/CoachPalfrey
http://www.sandbagfitnessstore.com
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;OPZ�[OPUN�PZ�H^R^HYK�[V�SPM[
-VY�TL��[OL�NYLH[LZ[�ILULÄ[�VM�[OL�ZHUKIHN�PZ�[OL�MHJ[�[OH[�P[�PZ�H^R^HYK�[V�SPM[��
;OL�SVHK�PZ�JVUZ[HU[S`�ZOPM[PUN��VY�H[�SLHZ[�YLX\PYLZ�LќVY[�[V�Z[HIPSPZL��HUK�[OPZ�
WYVK\JLZ�HU�LќLJ[�MHY�YLTV]LK�MYVT�JVU]LU[PVUHS�^LPNO[�[YHPUPUN��;OL�ZHUKIHN�
is not ergonomically designed to make it easier to lift – it makes you work hard 
for each repetition. The result is that you build strength and conditioning that can 
be applied in the real world. Scientists would call this ‘ecological validity’.

;OPZ�JVUJLW[�VM�M\UJ[PVUHS�Z[YLUN[O�PZ�OLH]PS`�[V\[LK�PU�TVKLYU�OLHS[O�HUK�Ä[ULZZ��
0[»Z�UV[�\UJVTTVU�[V�ÄUK�JSHZZPJ�L_LYJPZLZ�ºTVKPÄLK»�[V�PUJS\KL�PUZ[HIPSP[`�I`�
using stability balls, boards and another equipment. But the sandbag has built-
in instability, making it the natural choice to integrate instability training into your 
programme.

The major advantage of training with an unstable object, rather than on an 
unstable surface, is that it has greater ecological validity or real world application. 
Most loads, in real life, are not equally weighted. Therefore, training with the 
sandbag prepares the body to deal with an unstable load. The ‘craze’ for stability 
training typically involves making the surface on which you are standing unstable 
– the complete opposite of most real world situations.

;OL�)LULÄ[Z�VM�
Sandbag Training 
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Have bag, will travel

If you travel regularly, as I do, then the sandbag is a great addition to any 
Z\P[JHZL��0�[HRL�TPUL�^P[O�TL�L]LY`^OLYL�0�NV�HUK�ÄSS�P[�^OLU�0�HYYP]L�¶�LP[OLY�H[�
the beach or from a builder’s merchant. It is the ultimate portable gym so you 
have no excuses not to train again!

Value for money

The sandbag is proudly low-tech and relatively inexpensive compared to other 
training options. In a comparison of cost between sand and conventional weight 
plates the sand comes in at around 1/20th of the price. And that’s if you pay for 
it – sand is fairly easy to come by for free. I have around 200kgs/440lbs of sand 
PU�T`�NHYHNL�N`T�HUK�[OPZ�JVZ[�TL�HIV\[���������¶�[OL�ZHTL�^LPNO[�PU�L]LU�
[OL�TVZ[�IHZPJ�WSH[LZ�^V\SK�OH]L�ZL[�TL�IHJR�H[�SLHZ[������������HUK�[OH[»Z�
without the bars and collars.

With so many barriers to exercise, the inexpensive nature of sandbag training 
makes it a great option for everyone.

;OL�)LULÄ[Z�VM�
Sandbag Training 
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Bend me, shape me

The sandbag is malleable – it will mould itself to your 
body and most shapes you can think of. I’ve seen 
countless attempts to make barbell back squats more 
comfortable with towels, various ergonomic pads and 
even extra t-shirts but the sandbag will mould itself 
nicely across your upper back – problem solved.

The malleable sandbag also lends itself well to load 
JHYYPLZ��OPSS�ZWYPU[Z�HUK�]HYPV\Z�ZWVY[�ZWLJPÄJ�KYPSSZ��0�
ÄUK�P[�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�LќLJ[P]L�^P[O�JVTIH[�H[OSL[LZ�HZ�[OL�
IHN�JHU�IL�\ZLK�[V�ZPT\SH[L�HU�VWWVULU[�LќLJ[P]LS �̀

The sandbag can take the place of a medicine ball for 
throwing, passing and catching drills – try doing that 
with a barbell.

;OL�)LULÄ[Z�VM�
Sandbag Training 
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Get a grip

Most modern gymnasiums are littered with machines 
that require little to no hand strength to operate 
them. This causes problems when, outside of the 
gym, you require hand strength to lift anything. The 
modern antidote to this problem is to include some 
additional grip strength exercises to supplement your 
grip-independent strength workout. The sandbag 
avoids this unnecessary issue by requiring high levels 
of grip strength to lift – it builds hand and forearm 
conditioning naturally.

Grip strength is a vital attribute for all athletes – 
LZWLJPHSS`�>YLZ[SLYZ��44(�ÄNO[LYZ�HUK�JVU[HJ[�
sportspeople. It’s also important for the population 
as a whole. You only have to consider the 
commercial market for grip assistance implements 
to see how much of a problem this is becoming in 
modern society. Regular practice with a sandbag 
would maintain grip strength into old age.

;OL�)LULÄ[Z�VM�
Sandbag Training 
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I developed Sandbag Fitness and the Complete Guide To Sandbag Training as a 
JVZ[�LќLJ[P]L�HS[LYUH[P]L�[V�[YHKP[PVUHS�N`T�TLTILYZOPW�VY�L_LYJPZL�JSHZZ���0�YLHSS`�
wanted to show that it’s possible to achieve great results with the minimum of 
investment. 

>OLU�0�Z[HY[LK�V\[�P[�^HZ�Q\Z[�TL��H���RN���SI�ZHUKIHN�HUK�H�W\SS�\W�IHY��(Z�
time has gone on I’ve added a few other things that have really helped with my 
overall progress. If you do want to invest in some additional equipment then I’ll 
recommend the best available options. 

Sandbags

These will generally fall into one of two categories - homemade or custom-made. 
Homemade bags are cheaper than custom-made bags but nowhere near as 
versatile. 
 
6]LY�[OL�WHNL�`V\»SS�ÄUK�[OL�WYV»Z�HUK�JVU»Z�MVY�IV[O�VW[PVUZ�

Equipment
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Homemade Sandbags

The quickest and cheapest way to get started is 
with a bag of sand from a hardware store or builders 
merchant - this is how I started. Get the size/weight 
that you want or split a bag if you need to. Liberally 
apply some tape and you’re ready to go. You should 
also put this sandbag into a larger, more robust 
‘outer’ bag. This can stop the sandbag splitting when 
`V\�HYL�SPM[PUN�P[��0�OH]L�\ZLK�^H[LYWYVVM�ºZ[\ќ�ZHJRZ»�
and holdalls for this purpose and they work pretty 
well. 

My original range of bags contained the following:

1.   A homemade ‘tornado ball’ made from a half sack 
of sand (about 9kg/20lb) and lots of tape.

�����(���RN���SI�IHN�VM�ZHUK�PUZPKL�H�^H[LYWYVVM�ºZ[\ќ�
sack’.

�����(U�VSK�Y\JRZHJR�ÄSSLK�^P[O�������RN�IHNZ�VM�ZHUK�

While you can complete the workouts with just one 
bag it is more convenient to have a light, medium and 
heavy bag and the ‘tornado ball’ is also good to have 
on hand.

People can get quite hung up on how to make their 
sandbag but I’ve found it’s generally best to leave the 
sand in its original bag and put it into another bag of 
some kind. 

Equipment
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Custom-made Sandbags

The custom-made sandbag will normally have three major advantages over the 
homemade bag:

1.   It has handles, making movements like Rows, Pulls and Deadlifts much more 
LќLJ[P]L�

2.  It will be more hardwearing than the homemade sandbag.

�����0[�^PSS�OH]L�ºÄSSLY»�IHNZ��THRPUN�P[�LHZ`�[V�HKQ\Z[�[OL�^LPNO[�MYVT�L_LYJPZL�[V�
exercise or session to session. These can also be used as sandbags in their 
own right (please note that they are not designed for this).

I only train with the Brute Force Sandbag. Their products and service are second 
to none.

Equipment
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7\SS�<W�)HY
You’re going to need something that you can hang from, ideally at arms length, 
to perform Pull Ups, Knees-to Elbows, Hanging Leg Raises and Toes-to-Bar. This 
could be a tree branch, climbing frame, ledge or something homemade. My pull 
up bar consists of a bar attached to the beams of my garage via 2 hooks.

@V\�JHU�HSZV�\ZL�.`TUHZ[PJ�9PUNZ���^P[O�[OL�HKKLK�ILULÄ[�[OH[�`V\�JHU�HKQ\Z[�
the height to perform supine rows (australian pull ups) if you need to. The guys at 
Ring Training, make the best rings available.

Another alternative is the TRX - this portable suspension trainer is highly 
recommended.

Equipment
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)V_�7SH[MVYT
I constructed a platform for box jumps 
from a box and a couple of sandbags. 
You can use any sturdy platform - 
ideally around 20 - 30 inches high. 

Timing

You’ll also needs some method of 
timing your workouts. If you don’t 
already have something suitable the 
Gymboss timer is an excellent option - 
and perfect for interval training.

Equipment
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Sandbag

÷��8VH�D�KRPHPDGH�VDQGEDJ�PDGH�IURP�D�KROGDOO�RU�GXσHO�EDJ
• 3LFN�XS�D�6DQGEDJ�)LWQHVV�EDJ
÷��*HW�D�FXVWRP�PDGH�VDQGEDJ�IURP�%UXWH�)RUFH�6DQGEDJV

7\SS�<W�)HY
÷��8VH�DQ\�VWXUG\�EDU��FOLPELQJ�IUDPH�RU�WUHH�EUDQFK
÷��*HW�VRPH�*\PQDVWLF�5LQJV
•  Get a TRX

)V_�7SH[MVYT
÷��8VH�DQ\�VWXUG\�SODWIRUP�DURXQG������ú�KLJK

Timer

÷��8VH�D�VWRSZDWFK
÷��*HW�D�*\PERVV�7LPHU

You can purchase a range of equipment through the Sandbag Fitness Store.

^^^�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT

Equipment Checklist

http://www.sandbagfitnessstore.com
http://www.sandbagfitnessstore.com
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Making This 
Programme Work
The basis behind sound, progressive exercise is actually pretty simple. 
Unfortunately, it’s easy to get caught up in the huge number of options available 
to todays modern trainee. We are bombarded with so many options that it can 
be overwhelming. My advice is that you should view everything you do not as 
an arbitrary goal but with the mindset of getting good at exercise. Practice the 
exercises and you’ll get better.

(WWS`�7LYMVYTHUJL�0UKPJH[VYZ���
(UK�:[PJR�;V�;OLT
One of the major reasons that people fail to stick to their training programme is 
that they don’t chart performance changes. But this failure happens at the very 
start.

If you are following this, or any other programme, with the belief that you will 
achieve miracles then you should re-think things. You can get great results from 
the programmes and exercises contained in this guide - but it takes hard work 
and dedication.

For each and every session you do, record your performance. Get yourself a 
notebook or print the programme section and leave it next to your sandbag - 
that way you’ll be reminded each time you train. 
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Making This 
Programme Work
What you record will depend on the workout for that day but it will generally 
include:

÷��7KH�WLPH�WDNHQ�WR�FRPSOHWH�D�VHW�ZRUNORDG
÷��<RXU�ìVFRUHú�IRU�D�JLYHQ�FKDOOHQJH
÷��7KH�ZHLJKW�RI�WKH�VDQGEDJ�\RX�XVHG�IRU�WKH�ZRUNRXW
÷��5HVW�SHULRGV��LI�DSSOLFDEOH

It could also include the following:

÷���7KH�ìOHYHOú�RI�WKH�H[HUFLVH���GLG�\RX�GR�LW�DV�UHFRPPHQGHG�RU�ZDV�LW�
DGDSWHG�WR�PDNH�LW�KDUGHU�RU�HDVLHU

÷��7KH�TXDOLW\�RI�HDFK�H[HUFLVH���XVH�WKLV�DV�D�JXLGH�IRU�IXWXUH�WHFKQLTXH
÷��+RZ�WRXJK�WKH�VHVVLRQ�ZDV
÷��9DULDWLRQV�RI�WKH�H[HUFLVH���JULS�XVHG��SRVLWLRQ�RI�WKH�VDQGEDJ

This record book of your performance is vital to allow you to keep progressing, 
give you targets for each session and help you to avoid plateaus. 

The number of people I speak to who do not record what they do each time they 
train is staggering. Recording the details of each session is also important as a 
means to measure “actual” progress versus “implied” progress. It’s easy to make 
‘progress’ if the goalposts are constantly being moved:

÷��$UH�\RX�PDLQWDLQLQJ�WKH�TXDOLW\�RI�HDFK�H[HUFLVH"
÷��)RU�D�JLYHQ�ZRUNORDG��DUH�\RX�WDNLQJ�ORQJHU�UHVW�SHULRGV"�
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How To Grip  
The Sandbag
Resistance training in general is good for grip strength. The sandbag can be 
H�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�LќLJ[P]L�NYPW�[YHPUPUN�[VVS�ILJH\ZL�P[�PZ�H�JOHSSLUNL�[V�OVSK�VU�[V��
People often ask me how they should be holding the sandbag - and the honest 
answer is that there is no right or wrong way. In order to challenge your grip I 
YLJVTTLUK�\[PSPZPUN�H�]HYPL[`�VM�KPќLYLU[�NYPWZ��LP[OLY�IL[^LLU�L_LYJPZLZ�VY�MYVT�
session to session. And it is important to remember that gripping needn’t involve 
using your hands - any contact with the bag can be classed as a grip. 

>OH[�`V\»SS�ÄUK�PZ�[OH[�[OL�ZHUKIHN�JHU�IL�T\JO�TVYL�]LYZH[PSL�[OHU�[OL�H]LYHNL�
free weight.

)LSV^�`V\»SS�ÄUK�ZVTL�VM�[OL�TVZ[�JVTTVU�NYPWZ�[OH[�0�\ZL�
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Common Grips

Bag Grip

Zercher Grip

Across the Shoulders

Bag Grip

Horizontal Handles

Single arm Filler Grip

Bag Grip

Shoulder Grip

Filler Grip
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Prior to starting any exercise I suggest you take some time to warm up and 
prepare yourself physically and mentally for the workout ahead. A good warm 
up will help to improve performance, reduce the chance of injury and improve 
recovery time.

At Sandbag Fitness we follow a simple approach to warming up - lots of 
movement, a few stretches and some light practice of the movements that are 
going to be in the workout for that day.

Warm Ups
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>HYT�<W�9V\[PUL
1.  2-4 minutes light skipping or a jog.

2.  20 Shoulder Rolls.

Take a broomstick or PVC pipe and hold with a wide grip. Keeping your arms 
straight, raise the bar upwards and above your head. If possible move the bar 
all the way down towards your lower back. This is best achieved with a shoulder 
shrug at the top of the movement. If you can do this easily then take a narrower 
grip on the bar and repeat. 

3.  Squat Stretch for 1-2 minutes.

Sit down into a deep squat and, using your elbows, push your knees outwards 
until you feel a stretch in the groin.

4.  Lunge Stretch for 30-60 seconds on each leg.

Holding the broomstick or PVC pipe overhead, take a big lunge step forwards. 
Hold this position for 30-60 seconds. Repeat on the opposite leg.

��������TPU\[LZ�WYHJ[PJL�VM�[OL�TV]LTLU[Z�MVY�[OH[�KH`Z�^VYRV\[�

6.  Bar Hang for 30-60 seconds.

7.  Workout!

Warm Ups
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Warm Ups

Shoulder Rolls

Shoulder Rolls

Squat Stretch

Shoulder Rolls

Squat Stretch

Bar Hang

Shoulder Rolls

Shoulder Rolls

Lunge Stretch
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BEGINNERS 
PROGRAMME

“The beginning is the 
most important 
WHY[�VM�[OL�^VYR�¹�

7SH[V
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Week 1: Sandbag 
Challenge!
Do the exercises in the order that they are listed and record your performance. 
Aim to work as hard as you can and get the best possible score.

;HRL���TPU\[LZ�YLZ[�IL[^LLU�LHJO�L_LYJPZL�

÷��3UHVV�3XVK�8S���SHUIRUP�DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH
÷��$LU�6TXDW���SHUIRUP�DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH
÷��3ODQN���KROG�WKH�SRVLWLRQ�IRU�DV�ORQJ�DV�SRVVLEOH

÷���6DQGEDJ�2YHUKHDG�3UHVV���WDNH�D�PRGHUDWHO\�KHDY\�VDQGEDJ�DV�
SHUIRUP�DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH

÷���6DQGEDJ�%DFN�6TXDW���WDNH�D�PRGHUDWHO\�KHDY\�VDQGEDJ�DQG�SHUIRUP�
DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH

÷��5XQ��NP���UXQ�DV�IDVW�DV�SRVVLEOH

;HRL�[OL�YLZ[�VM�[OPZ�^LLR�VɈ�[V�YLJV]LY�HUK�WYLWHYL�MVY�[OL�Z[HY[�VM�[OL�
programme

BEGINNERS
WEEK 1
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Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
Pull Ups: 3 sets to failure
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions in each direction

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�-YVU[�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�*SLHU!��?�
:HUKIHN�6]LYOLHK�7YLZZ!��?�

Week 2: Strength
BEGINNERS

WEEK 2
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Week 2: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat

À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Front 
Squat

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Clean À À À À À

Sandbag 
Overhead 

Press
À À À À À

BEGINNERS
WEEK 2
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Conditioning  Session 1:

800m run. 30 Sandbag Clean. 800m run.

Conditioning Session 2:

���)V_�1\TWZ�����:HUKIHN�/PNO�7\SSZ�����:HUKIHN�7\ZO�7YLZZ����YV\UKZ�

Week 2: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

800m run. 30 
Sandbag Clean. 

800m run.

Conditioning 

session 2

���)V_�1\TWZ�����
Sandbag High Pulls, 
���:HUKIHN�7\ZO�
Press. 3 rounds.

BEGINNERS
WEEK 2
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Week 3: Strength
Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�;OY\Z[LY!��?�
Pull Ups: 3 sets to failure
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions in each direction

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�7\ZO�7YLZZ!��?�
Knees-to-Elbows: 3 sets to failure 

BEGINNERS
WEEK 3
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Week 3: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Thruster À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat 

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Push 
Press

À À À À À

Knees-to-
Elbows

BEGINNERS
WEEK 3
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Conditioning  Session 1:

���2ULLZ�[V�,SIV^Z�����:HUKIHN�ALYJOLY�:X\H[Z�����:HUKIHN�6]LYOLHK�7YLZZ��
��YV\UKZ�����ZLJVUKZ�YLZ[�IL[^LLU�YV\UKZ�

Conditioning Session 2:

���T�Y\U�����:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[Z�����)V_�1\TWZ����9V\UKZ�����T�Y\U�

Week 3: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

10 Knees-to-
,SIV^Z�����

:HUKIHN�ALYJOLY�
Squats, 20 

Sandbag Overhead 
7YLZZ����YV\UKZ��
30 seconds rest 
between rounds.

Conditioning 

session 2

400m run. 10 
Sandbag Back 
Squats, 20 Box 

1\TWZ����9V\UKZ��
400m run.

BEGINNERS
WEEK 3
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Week 4: Strength
Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
Pull Ups: 3 sets to failure
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�-YVU[�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�*SLHU!��?�
:HUKIHN�6]LYOLHK�7YLZZ!��?�

BEGINNERS
WEEK 4
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Week 4: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat

À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Front 
Squat

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Clean À À À À À

Sandbag 
Overhead 

Press
À À À À À

BEGINNERS
WEEK 4
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Conditioning  Session 1:

��7\SS�<WZ�����:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[Z�����7YLZZ�<WZ�����YV\UKZ�

Conditioning Session 2:

10 Air Squats, 10 Sandbag High Pulls, 10 Sandbag Push Press, 10 Sit Ups. As 
THU`�YV\UKZ�HZ�WVZZPISL�PU����TPU\[LZ�

Week 4: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

��7\SS�<WZ�����
Sandbag Deadlifts, 
10 Press Ups. 10 

rounds.

Conditioning 

session 2

10 Air Squats, 10 
Sandbag High Pulls, 
10 Sandbag Push 
1LYRZ�����:P[�<WZ��
As many rounds 
HZ�WVZZPISL�PU����

minutes

Rounds x

BEGINNERS
WEEK 4
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Week 5: Strength
Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�;OY\Z[LY!��?�
Pull Ups: 3 sets to failure
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions in each direction

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�*SLHU�HUK�7\ZO�1LYR!��?�
Knees-to-Elbows: 3 sets to failure

BEGINNERS
WEEK 5
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Week 5: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Thruster À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Clean and 
7\ZO�1LYR

À À À À À

Knees-to-
Elbows

BEGINNERS
WEEK 5
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Conditioning  Session 1:

10 Sandbag Push Press,10 Sit Ups,10 Sandbag Back Squats,10 Pull Ups. As 
many rounds as possible in 20 minutes.

Conditioning Session 2:

�����VM�7YLZZ�7\ZO�<WZ��)V_�1\TWZ�HUK�:HUKIHN�ALYJOLY�:X\H[Z��*VTWSL[L����
repetitions of each exercise, then 14 etc. 

Week 5: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

10 Sandbag Push 
Press,10 Sit Ups,10 

Sandbag Back 
Squats,10 Pull Ups. 

As many rounds 
as possible in 20 

minutes.

Rounds x

Conditioning 

session 2

�����VM�7YLZZ�7\ZO�
<WZ��)V_�1\TWZ�

and Sandbag 
ALYJOLY�:X\H[Z��
*VTWSL[L����

repetitions of each 
exercise, then 14 

etc. 

BEGINNERS
WEEK 5
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Week 6: Strength
Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
Pull Ups: 4 sets to failure
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�-YVU[�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�*SLHU!��?�
:HUKIHN�6]LYOLHK�7YLZZ!��?�

BEGINNERS
WEEK 6
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Week 6: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat

À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Front 
Squat

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Clean À À À À À

Sandbag 
Overhead 

Press
À À À À À

BEGINNERS
WEEK 6
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Conditioning  Session 1:

���T�Y\U�����:HUKIHN�*SLHU�HUK�7YLZZ�����T�Y\U�

Conditioning Session 2:

���)V_�1\TWZ�����:HUKIHN�/PNO�7\SSZ�����:HUKIHN�7\ZO�7YLZZ����YV\UKZ�

Week 6: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

���T�Y\U�����
Sandbag Clean & 
Press. 800m run.

Conditioning 

session 2

���)V_�1\TWZ�����
Sandbag High Pulls, 
���:HUKIHN�7\ZO�
Press. 3 rounds.

BEGINNERS
WEEK 6
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Week 7: Strength
Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�;OY\Z[LY!��?�
Pull Ups: 4 sets to failure
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions in each direction

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�7\ZO�1LYR!��?�
Knees-to-Elbows: 4 sets to failure

BEGINNERS
WEEK 7
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Week 7: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Thruster À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Clean and 
7\ZO�1LYR

À À À À À

Knees-to-
Elbows

BEGINNERS
WEEK 7
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Conditioning  Session 1:

���2ULLZ�[V�,SIV^Z�����:HUKIHN�ALYJOLY�:X\H[Z�����:HUKIHN�6]LYOLHK�7YLZZ��
��YV\UKZ�����ZLJVUKZ�YLZ[�IL[^LLU�YV\UKZ�

Conditioning Session 2:

���T�Y\U�����:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[Z�����)V_�1\TWZ����9V\UKZ�����T�Y\U�

Week 7: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

10 Knees-to-
,SIV^Z�����

:HUKIHN�ALYJOLY�
Squats, 20 

Sandbag Overhead 
7YLZZ����YV\UKZ��
30 seconds rest 
between rounds.

Conditioning 

session 2

400m run. 10 
Sandbag Back 
Squats, 20 Box 

1\TWZ����9V\UKZ��
400m run.

BEGINNERS
WEEK 7
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Week 8: Strength
Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
7\SS�<WZ!���ZL[Z�[V�MHPS\YL
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions in each direction

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�-YVU[�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�*SLHU!��?�
:HUKIHN�6]LYOLHK�7YLZZ!��?�

BEGINNERS
WEEK 8
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Week 8: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat

À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Front 
Squat

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Clean À À À À À

Sandbag 
Overhead 

Press
À À À À À

BEGINNERS
WEEK 8
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Conditioning  Session 1:

��7\SS�<WZ�����:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[Z�����7YLZZ�<WZ�����YV\UKZ�

Conditioning Session 2:

10 Air Squats, 10 Sandbag High Pulls, 10 Sandbag Overhead Press, 10 Sit Ups. 
(Z�THU`�YV\UKZ�HZ�WVZZPISL�PU����TPU\[LZ�

Week 8: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

��7\SS�<WZ�����
Sandbag Deadlifts, 
10 Press Ups. 10 

rounds.

Conditioning 

session 2

10 Air Squats, 10 
Sandbag High 

Pulls, 10 Sandbag 
Overhead Press, 10 
Sit Ups. As many 

rounds as possible 
PU����TPU\[LZ�

Rounds x

BEGINNERS
WEEK 8
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Week 9: Strength
Strength Session 1:

:HUKIHN�+LHKSPM[!��?�
:HUKIHN�;OY\Z[LY!��?�
7\SS�<WZ!���ZL[Z�[V�MHPS\YL
Round-the-Worlds: 3 sets of 10-20 repetitions in each direction

Strength Session 2:

:HUKIHN�)HJR�:X\H[!��?�
:HUKIHN�*SLHU�HUK�7\ZO�1LYR!��?�
2ULLZ�[V�,SIV^Z!���ZL[Z�[V�MHPS\YL

BEGINNERS
WEEK 9
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Week 9: Strength
>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL 9LWZ�

Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

9LWZ�
Weight

Strength 

session 1

Sandbag 
Deadlift À À À À À

Sandbag 
Thruster À À À À À

Pull Ups

Round-
the-Worlds À À À

Strength 

session 2

Sandbag 
Back 
Squat

À À À À À

Sandbag 
Clean and 
7\ZO�1LYR

À À À À À

Knees-to-
Elbows

BEGINNERS
WEEK 9
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Conditioning  Session 1:

10 Sandbag Push Press,10 Sit Ups,10 Sandbag Back Squats,10 Pull Ups. As 
many rounds as possible in 20 minutes.

Conditioning Session 2:

�����VM�7YLZZ�7\ZO�<WZ��)V_�1\TWZ�HUK�:HUKIHN�ALYJOLY�:X\H[Z��*VTWSL[L����
repetitions of each exercise, then 14 etc. 

Week 9: Conditioning

>VYRV\[ ,_LYJPZL Weight Time

Conditioning 

session 1

10 Sandbag Push 
Press,10 Sit Ups,10 

Sandbag Back 
Squats,10 Pull Ups. 

As many rounds 
as possible in 20 

minutes.

Rounds x

Conditioning 

session 2

�����VM�7YLZZ�7\ZO�
<WZ��)V_�1\TWZ�

and Sandbag 
ALYJOLY�:X\H[Z��
*VTWSL[L����

repetitions of each 
exercise, then 14 

etc. 

BEGINNERS
WEEK 9
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Week 10: Sandbag 
Challenge!
Do the exercises in the order that they are listed and record your performance. 
Aim to work as hard as you can and get the best possible score. You should aim 
to beat your previous best scores for the exercises below.

;HRL���TPU\[LZ�YLZ[�IL[^LLU�LHJO�L_LYJPZL�

÷��3UHVV�3XVK�8S���SHUIRUP�DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH
÷��$LU�6TXDW���SHUIRUP�DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH
÷��3ODQN���KROG�WKH�SRVLWLRQ�IRU�DV�ORQJ�DV�SRVVLEOH

÷���6DQGEDJ�2YHUKHDG�3UHVV���WDNH�D�PRGHUDWHO\�KHDY\�VDQGEDJ�DV�
SHUIRUP�DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH��8VH�WKH�VDPH�ZHLJKW�VDQGEDJ�
DV�LQ�:HHN��

÷���6DQGEDJ�%DFN�6TXDW���WDNH�D�PRGHUDWHO\�KHDY\�VDQGEDJ�DQG�SHUIRUP�
DV�PDQ\�UHSHWLWLRQV�DV�SRVVLEOH��8VH�WKH�VDPH�ZHLJKW�VDQGEDJ�DV�LQ�
:HHN��

÷��5XQ��NP���UXQ�DV�IDVW�DV�SRVVLEOH

Did you improve over the past 10 weeks?

;HRL�[OL�YLZ[�VM�[OPZ�^LLR�VɈ�[V�YLJV]LY�HUK�WYLWHYL�MVY�[OL�Z[HY[�VM�[OL�
next programme

BEGINNERS
WEEK 10
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CONGRATULATIONS! 

You’re through 
the Beginners 
Programme!

BEGINNERS
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Congratulations on making it through the Beginner programme. 

This is just a small portion of the full version of The Complete Guide To Sandbag 
Training. If you need additional assistance with learning the exercises or you’ve 
completed the Beginner programme and want a greater challenge then pick up 
a full copy of the book here:

^^^�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT

What next?

http://www.sandbagfitnessstore.com
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Watch videos, follow the daily workouts and post your times on the 

Sandbag Fitness blog.

^^ �̂ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT�ISVNZ�ZHUKIHN�Ä[ULZZ�ISVN

We post all of our workouts on our Facebook page.

^^ �̂MHJLIVVR�JVT�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZ

You can follow us on Twitter for regular updates on everything 

happening at Sandbag Fitness.

^^ �̂[^P[[LY�JVT�ZHUKIHNÄ[

We’re always looking to connect with people following the workouts 

so if you’ve got pictures of your garage gym or video of you training 

then we’d love to see them too.

TH[['ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT

My Youtube channel has some useful instructional video for 

Sandbag Fitness.

^^ �̂̀ V\[\IL�JVT�\ZLY�*VHJO7HSMYL`

The Sandbag Fitness Store has a range of sandbag training 

products and services. 

^^^�ZHUKIHNÄ[ULZZZ[VYL�JVT

Connect With Us

http://www.sandbagfitnessstore.com/blogs/sandbag-fitness-blog
https://www.facebook.com/sandbagfitness
https://twitter.com/sandbagfit
mailto:matt@sandbagfitnessstore.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/CoachPalfrey
http://www.sandbagfitnessstore.com
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